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ABSTRACT
The main aspect of developing this community service research work is to prevent kidnapping
activity as well as effectively monitoring such a kind of incident. Nowadays working women are
kidnapped and even they are murdered by the strangers. To avoid such kidnapping, we have planned
to develop an intelligent agent system to be worked as part of community and to prevent and monitor
kidnap activities when women are in critical situation. This app makes the people aware of certain
harassments happening all over the world in order to save the sufferers. This can be done by using
simple Java (or) XML which uses only less memory (RAM) so that every people with smart phone
can get access to it without any difficulty. This app alerts the nearby police stations through our agent
system that particular person is in risk and needs immediate attention. This is a privacy app which can
be used only by female gender by giving valid identity. The primary intention of this intelligent agent
system is to save all girls in the society, where the girls and women truly deserve care and help.
Keywords: Smart agent, Anti-kidnapping, GPS tracker, Harassments, Monitoring.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays women harassment takes
place in many places. The main aim of this
research work is to safeguard women from the
attackers, strangers and terrorists. In our
society, many people are not employed till
now. Even educated people are not having jobs
and they are interfering in such type of crime
activities. Our government is also not giving
severe punishments to the kidnappers thereby
directly encouraging the kidnappers.
So
government should strictly order severe
punishments to them, and therefore such
crimes can be avoided to an extreme extent.
An anti-kidnapping team would be beneficial
in such case to avoid kidnapping and at the
same time, we can able to provide jobs to
them.
Anti-kidnapping and monitoring is a
high risk technique done with the help of the
GPRS tracking. If a girl with anti-kidnap
monitoring system installed smart phone is

kidnapped by the strangers, it alerts the
contacts registered with the app by a single
click on the particular application. Within a
fraction of seconds, alert message with
different alarm sounds is sent to the registered
contacts. These different alarm sounds help
these persons to see it immediately. Once the
message is received, they take immediate
action to save the particular girl. They can be
able to track the girl with the help of GPRS
available in her smart phone in such a way we
can safeguard the girls from strangers [1-7].
1.1. Smart agent for alerting event
In such environment the role of CBI
agent, which is a set of team member is vital.
By clicking on this particular application, a
message will be sent to this agent too. Like that
we also have set a team but they may not by
physically fit [8]. So these team members who
are good at technology (tracking) collect
required information and convey to higher
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authorities such as CBI agent or police officers
etc.

3. METHODOLOGY
The proposed application works both
online and offline, which processes
irrespective of any signal strength and is also
available in the play store. Moreover it also
enables immediate accessing while sending the
alert message to other people.
Our application is done using android
studio software. It also supports working in
another window such that it can be viewed in
smart phones. A single click or a touch is
enough and while installing the application,
three important contact numbers have to be
entered and it can be stored using SQL
database. The required message can also be
entered in it. Even a small coding can be
inserted and viewed in the window. The
messages are sent with different alarm sounds,
and the sounds itself represent danger, insisting
the need for the instant help. The application
can be installed free of cost, and the algorithm
is completely based on the server to server
connectivity. In such a way mistakes in
sending message can be reduced and the action
can be accessed in a very quick manner. There
is no need for internet connectivity as well, for
this type of operation.
The proposed anti-kidnapping and
intelligent agent works based on this strategy.
We hope that this system works well to
safeguard especially women in our country,
mainly introduced to reduce the crime that is
common and wide spreading. It is our
responsibility to respect and save women, and
it is not wise to take part in any illegal
activities against them. Figures 1 and 2 show
the proposed scheme.

2. RELATED WORKS
This app is used for sound detecting
which is also said to be rape alarm. In the play
store, many applications are available such as
personal safety app and women safety app. It
benefits parents by alerting them about their
missing children or identifying any others. [9].
An alert message is given in the text message
format to locate the missing child based on the
amber alert system [10]. The location of
emergency vehicle is introduced with the help
of GPS satellite signal [11].
Certain applications are used to
determine whether the equipment is entered or
exited in a 2-D geographical zone and alerted
the user [12].
Another mapping mobile
application has been designed for organising
and storing the data about the route [13]. An
application based on low-power tracking
mechanism can meet the security requirement
of the mobile equipment [14].
A few systems are involved to track
animal moving information effectively [15].
An organized GPS-GSM system [16] has
invented for tracking the vehicles by means of
Google earth application personal safety app
was released after 2012 Delhi gang rape case.
In play store, “bsafe” is available, which
includes an SOS button. It appears in red.
While clicking on it, an alarm sound comes out
of device and a message will be sent; but it
requires network connection to access the
application.
2.1. Problems in existing issues
In the existing methodology, many
software applications are not able to be used by
the users in society. Even though these sorts of
applications are available, some problems are
still prevailing. One such drawback might be
more memory consumption than other
applications. And again, these systems
function only with internet connectivity.
Furthermore delaying is another problem since
messages take several minutes to be accessed.
While accessing the application, the strength of
the signal has to be good. Considering all these
facts, a user friendly app has been proposed
that
overcomes
the
abovementioned
limitations.

Figure 1.Tracking system
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[5]

Figure 2.Intelligent system for user management

[6]

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
ENHANCEMENT
This article effectively defines the
modern smart agent system to safeguard the
women community. Constructive planning is
essential to completely get rid such kind of
crimes in future. At present, only software
implementation has been done and we have
planned to do with hardware also. In addition
to power button, other keys would be attached
to facilitate further security so that it enables
the surrounding people react more to save the
affected ones.

[7]
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